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From the world of the best-selling YA series Red Rising comes a story of love and loss and rage!
In the future, when mankind has spread across the stars, the hierarchy of man is dictated by the
color of one’s caste. The Golds rule all, but what will happen when one falls for a lowly Red? See
how a forbidden love will set the course of events for the future and lead to the formation of the
formidable Sons of Ares! Written by author Pierce Brown (The Red Rising Trilogy) and Rik
Hoskin (Heroes of Skyrealm, Brandon Sanderson’s White Sand), with art by Eli Powell (Yakuza
Demon Killers, The 13th Artifact), comes the story of revolution and Red Rising!
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Jillian Brown, “Intriguing beginning. Yes, I knew it was a comic, and yes, I figured it would be
short. Was rather obvious from all the announcements. My only issue was that the art style was a
bit rougher than I prefer, but it was personal preference, not that it was bad. I usually imagine
Golds to be a bit better looking, but maybe that says more about me than about the illustrator.
The writing was excellent, completely consistent with the novels. Loved seeing poor lil Fitchner.
Can't wait for more! Live for more comics!”

Ty Duncan, “Interesting and gripping. As I'm sure most that will read this have I finished the red
rising trilogy and was dying for more. Hence why I reread them twice haha probably will again.
This comic is interesting and gives a pretty cool art style to my favorite books universe. It's short
but leaves you wanting more just like the books. My only hope is that these comes as a set
because I don't want to keep purchasing them one by one in all honesty but probably will if I
have to.”

Delaney, “Interesting and Provoking!. I love the Red Rising novels, and reading this was getting
to see them in a whole new way. Stunning art and interesting story. Also bloodydamn gory. I
didn't imagine the hand sigils the same way. Only issue is the various "colors" of the characters
aren't as clear as I thought they would be when reading the novels. Interesting to see the clear
differences in time period, prequel versus Darrow's world. Looking forward to reading more.”

pyroxyz, “Incredible Prequel to the Red Rising Saga. The Red Rising saga has very quickly
become my favorite series of all, which is saying a lot considering how many series I've gone
through over the years. I was just looking at the future movie release of the first book when I
found out that there was a prequel, and I had to have it.This first installment of the prequel has
not let me down in the slightest, but has instead increased my love of the entire series, and
made me look forward to the upcoming book even more! I was greatly pleased to see the no-
holds barred, no punches pulled viscerality of the novels portrayed so well. The art style is
excellent and matches perfectly with the content.In all, I really can't praise this book enough.”

D_Nichols, “Story pulls you in.. Story line is intriguing. One main character who you grow to side
with. Unfortunately the other characters remain simplistic. The layers of society are held to
extreme differentiation in this analysis of society. Definitely a must read.I purchased both the
audio and the digital version. The audio is definitely worth the price.”

TheIndex, “Great Comic for Red Rising Fans. I assume you're looking at these because you read
the Red Rising series and wanted more. In that case ,these are pretty comics and they add
some good stuff to the story. I really enjoyed them.If you haven't read the novels, you should do
that. Reading the novels is not necessary to enjoy these comics like it's not necessary to eat a



whole steak dinner to enjoy the side of veggies that comes with it. Check out this comic, but then
if it even mildly interests you then I HIGHLY recommend picking up the novels.”

R. Stambaugh-Ashworth, “Some insight. One of the things I wanted most from the Red Riding
trilogy was background on Fitchner au Barca and the events that led to his uprising. Some
people write that they don't like the art, but I found it to work well for the type of story being told.”

Reading is my ESCAPE from Reality!, “Great graphic novel prequel. I love the Red Rising series
and this is the first of a graphic novel prequel series. I enjoyed the story - there is as much blood
and violence as in Red Rising. The illustrations set the perfect tone and mood for the story.”

G. Preston, “Brutal, brilliant world-building. I've come to this series purely as a comics reader, not
having read the novels. Extremely impressive first issue that sets out an intriguing future world of
genetically altered humans. The chief protagonist is a hard but to say the least but it turns out to
be justified. Marvellous artwork from Eli Powell, both alien landscapes and combat. Looking
forward to issue #2.”

R. Pari, “Good read, very dark. Really impressed, love the artwork and the story, seems like the
start of a real series, can't wait for the next edition”

KiBurn, “Great addition to RR franchise. An amazing insight into the RR world. Awesome
graphics, a great start to what I'm sure will be a fantastic series.”

peastri, “The story of Fitchner. A solid foundation to an intriguing prequel to an exceptional
series. Would definitely recommend to anyone who enjoyed the Red Rising trilogy.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Increible. Si ya leiste la trilogía, es perfecto para seguir inmerso en
semejante universo. Me encanta, es sencillamente brutal como se trata toda la historia”

The book by Pierce Brown has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 115 people have provided feedback.
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